Values into Action
Time: 40 Minutes

Materials
Values into Action Prezi
Values Activity and Leadership Shield Worksheet
Audio/Visual Equipment

Description: What does it mean to be an authentic leader and how do you become one? We will explore your personal values and how you apply them to your everyday life.

Preparation
- Ensure you are familiar with the Prezi and how your presentation will best meet your group’s needs.
- Print enough worksheets for all group members

Instructions
Present the Prezi on Values into Action. Follow interactive instructions throughout:
- Using Your Handouts: Values Activity
  o If your organization has values it maintains, iterate this when “clarifying your values”
  o Allow students 5 minutes to identify their values
  o Encourage students to put their values into action, allow 3-4 minutes
  o Have students discuss their values in small groups or as a whole for 5 minutes
- YOUR Leadership Shield: Leadership Shield Participant Worksheet
  o Allow students 5-8 minutes to complete their leadership shields
- Brainstorm Elements: Don’t just fly through these questions, linger on pertinent ones and ask for feedback

Notes:________________________________________
________________________________________